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The Unique Benefits of CPH Personal Trainer Insurance
Having high quality, affordable personal trainer insurance provides peace of mind, financial and
legal support in times of need, and a strong foundation on which to build your fitness trainer career.
If an incident occurs in your practice, you can count on CPH and Associates to have your back!
CPH offers a variety of standard benefits to you as a fitness trainer, but we also strive to do even
more, setting ourselves apart from other insurance carriers. We create policies tailored to your
certifications and areas of expertise.
We offer portable coverage that follows you no matter where you are working – in a big box gym, in
your own studio, in a client’s home, at a special venue or place of business, or outside in a public
park or on a hiking trail.
We also provide various discounts for many of our clients, including:
50% premium credits for part-time professionals, and newly licensed or certified
professionals (because when you are starting out, or only working a few hours a week, we
want to help keep your operating costs low!)
10% discounts for WITS students or alumni.*
Our system is easy to use and our customer service is exemplary. We offer:
Online applications, which can be completed in minutes with real time response
Emailed policy documents (coverage begins immediately, no waiting for a card)
LIVE agents when you call us, instead of phone trees and automated menus
A new and improved customer portal where you can check your coverage 24/7
Check out our additional valuable resources as well. Our website provides access to:
A monthly “Avoiding Liability Bulletin” article by a renowned attorney in the fitness space.
These articles provide important risk management information that is tailored specifically to
wellness and fitness professionals.
Bi-weekly blog posts that provide advice and guidance to fitness trainers across the country
as well as covering the latest trends and news in the fitness world.
We also have a wide network online with other valuable resources, including:
Our partners who also have high quality information and tips to share
Social media accounts on the platforms you already use, so you can follow us and stay up
to date
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Sign up for personal trainer insurance with CPH today and get coverage you can trust from a
company you can count on!
*conditions and proof of student or alumni status apply
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